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Nepleslian Standard Starship Medical Bay

First implemented on the DD4-C-class Destroyer destroyer, Nepleslia has generally used the same
medical bay configuration in almost all of its warships. While the size of these bays is generally decided
on by the size/ needs of a vessel, they all share similar features.

Inset into the door are nozzles that spray people down with a fine mist of special chemicals that cleanse
them of impurities and kill bacteria, viruses, ect. The side walls of the medbay are lined with bunk beds
and painted white like the rest of the medbay. Each is padded with memory foam and contains
automated systems to perform first aid, defibrillation of the heart, and suspended animation functions in
the event that the automated surgery tables and medical staff are overwhelmed. Small drains in the beds
are capable of gathering lost blood, cleaning it, and retuning it to the patient.

The center of the room contains a number of tables, each with a spider like machine above them that has
a variety of arms filled with drug dispensers, flesh fabricators, and other implements of surgery. These
robots are capable of performing complex surgery on a patient quickly and efficiently without help from
the medical staff. Like the beds on the side walls these tables are capable of blood transfusions and
collecting blood lost, cleaning it, and returning it to a patient. Below these tables are cabinets with
various pieces of medical equipment for the medical staff to use.

The rear wall contains a diagnosis area. Using inbuilt sensors any patient can be scanned and their vitals
displayed upon the flat white wall. Tox screens and brain chemistry checks can also be preformed
through the stations located on this wall. Additional equipment storage is built flush against the wall and
is opened by a verbal command given to the ship’s computer by the medical staff. NOTE: The high
resolution screen is for Serious Business not for watching AetherSperm music videos when the XO is not
around.

The ceiling contains high powered lights that operate in a variety of spectrums for all conditions as well
as four deployable, spherical, bots that float in the air. These bots use magnetic grappling technology to
levitate and bring equipment from the storage areas to the medical staff that makes a request for
additional equipment. Several hemispherical bots levitate small equipment trays that are 2×4 feet in size
beside the medical staff to hold equipment for them.

When not in use the computer will automatically seal the medbay and sterilize the entire room with hot
water sprayed from the floor, cleaning chemicals, and microwave radiation. Water drains out through a
drain in the floor when the cleaning process is completed.
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